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Not only the CLEANEST SKinniNG SEPARATOR 
the world has ever seen, 
But the HANDIEST and EASIEST OPERATED. 
Tho 1904 Model U. S. bas the only practical 
Low Supply Can. 
Ha.t clutch bushing; no lost motion; and the gearing stops 
• when crank is released. 
Safest machine on the market; gearing entirely enclosed . 
• Built for service and effidency. 
Investigate its merits, and you will buy none but the U. S. 
Catalogs free for the asking. 
We have the following transfer points; Portland, Me.; Sherbrooke and 
Montreal, Que.; Hamilton, Ont.; LaC rosse, Wis.; Minneapolis, 
Minn.; Chicago, Ill.; Sioux City, Ia.; Omaha, eb. ; 
Kansas City, Mo. 
AD~~~~~~~~o VE MONT A M IliAC INE CO., 
Bellows Palls, VERM I'IT. 
r5he 
I 
IS THE FIRST DAILY TO REACH 
WILLIMANTIC IN THE MORNING. 
In this way all the rural delivery routes through the surround-
ing towns are thorouo-hly covered. · 
THE BULLETIN HAS THE FU . AS OCa. TED PRESS REPORT 
which is taken by our own telegraph operator in o 1r office. The new is then set up on 
typesetting machines, enabling u to print the very late ' t di~patches each morning. 
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE BY MAIL : 50C. A MONTH, $€3.00 A YEAR. 
SEND IN A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION. 
DEMEMBER our facili- J 
1 '-.,ties for doing ••••• 
QUICK WORK AT LOVJ PRICES: 
THE BULLETI 
6 Are of the BE T. 
Sweepstake Butter-
At the Connecticut Dairymen's Meeting, held in Hart-
ford, Jan. 20 and 21, the Sweepstakes were won by 
"'\N. H Geer, of Yantic, Conn., user of a De Laval sep-
arator, with a score of 98. 
Mr. Geer says, "Your favor of the 22nd at hand. I appreciate your congratula-
tions upon our butter score ·at recent exhibit at Hartford, and also the De Laval 
separator. Our 'Baby' separator, No. 3, comtnenced its work with us in the fall 
of 1893, and has never missed a meal. Expenses for repairs have been slight, and 
most of those would be obviated by the improvements npon machines you now haYe 
on the market. We usually milk from 25 to 30 cows." 
~ The De Laval separator has lasting quality, and will do every 
~ day in the year, and for many years the highest grade of work. 
A. general or local agent would be glad to talk with you regarding the merits of 
the De Laval separator. 
Send for catalog and 1904 calendar. 
STODDARD MFG. CO., Rutland, Vt. 
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EGGS FOR HATCHING. 
As has been custotnary the Poultry Department is prepared to supply a limited 
number of eggs for hatching, the object being to encourage the wider distribution 
of thoroughbred fowls throughout the· state. The following varieties are offered: 
.Barred and White Plymouth Rocks; White W yandottes; Black L angshans; S. C. 
White Leghorns; R. C. Brown Leghorns. Eggs, 75c per 13. White Pekin Ducks. 
Eggs, 75c per 10. 
After September 1st, 
Breeding Stock ~ill be furnished at 
Reasonable Rates. 
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Editorials. 
Some of our readers are doubtless wait-
ing patiently for our mid-summer number. 
In order to summarily clear up any doubts 
which these individuals may have concern-
ing the exactness of our stewardship, we 
wish to say that the aforesaid number was 
omitted because of the discontinuance of 
the summer term for the senior class. It 
was thought much more convenient for 
the members of the board to begin woTk 
early in the fall and get out a September 
number-heretofore unpublished. We trust 
that those who especially look forward to 
mid-summer number because of the gay 
and polished writings of the learned school-
ma'ams will find some evidences of their 
handiwork in this number. 
The Surnmer School, as predicted in our 
last number was a very successful session. 
Judging from appearances, the members 
found their work very interesting and in-
structive. The absence of Prof. 1\II utchler 
was felt by those who attended ' the school 
last surnmer, but his place was ably filled 
during the last two weeks by Prof. Hodge, 
of Clark l Tniversity. Prof. Hodge greatly 
assisted in the instruction by giving lec-
tures on various subjects connected with 
natural history. In order that the teacher 
of the public school might better under-
stand the peculiar mechanism which she 
is depended upon to develop and train, he 
also gave a very interesting illu trated 1 c-
ture on the brain and nervous system.. The 
bird walks in the unearthly hours of early 
dawn-a necessity in the nature study 
curriculum-were also under his supervi-
ston. 
On their departure the sedate thouah 
merry .ladies, fearing that the impr ssions 
produced by their winnina wa w uld be 
far too temporary and that the place of their 
sojourn would know them no more, gave 
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to the college the wherewithal for the pur-
chase of pictures. May these constantly 
remind us of this aggregation qf Connecti-
cut school teacherR whose motto is "Work, 
then play." 
After a short interval of separation, we 
find ourselves together once more ready to 
enter into the cares and pleasures of an-
other year. The pleasure at the sight of 
old faces and the prospect of occasional 
good times entirely do away with the 
school-boy reluctance at beginning of 
school. In fact, those of us who a:re here 
for the last time sincerely regret that next 
year we shall find ourselves at this time 
either starting out into the world or amid 
new surroundings at some institution oi 
higher learning. To those of our numbe!" 
who feel thetnselves at present in tl,js pos . 
ition we say, Wait 'till you have been here 
one or two years. 
The football season has begun once 
more. We should advis'e all those who 
believe in the sweet uses of adversity to 
come out on to the gridiron and test th:e 
virtue of a few bumps. If last year's large 
list of injuries is to be avoided, more men 
must try hard for the first team·, and refuse 
to be satisfied with an honorary ·position 
in that institution for the abuse-the 
private team. The hard 1 uck last year can 
be traced directly to this lack of competi-
tion. The men considered their positions 
secure, and consequently did not consider 
it necessary to train properly. We all hope 
that this year enough men who have the 
making of the first team in view will be on 
the field every night so that two teams may 
be formed. 
.. 
We wish to call the attention of the 
alumni to a few words found at the top of 
the first page of this ~agazine, "The 
students and alumni are requested to con-
tribute articles." The last year has shown 
almost a dearth of articles by the latter 
individuals. A prominent alumnus at one 
of the commencement functions last June 
in speaking of the College paper advised 
the establishmnt of a separate department 
in this paper by and for the alumni. An 
alumnus would collect the material, 
forward it to us, and would write: editorials 
for the alumni. Before this comes to pass, 
it seems fitting that the alumni should show 
by actual contributiQn that they are willing 
· to support such an undertaking. It seems 
to us, as we meditate on the relation of the 
alumni to the LooKOUT, that they might 
keep in much closer touch with the Col-
lege and each olher by sending in notes 
concerning themselves and other alumni to 
the editor of alumni notes. A few mem-
bers send in notes fairly regularly, but 
others we have entirely lost track of. 
When the new student arrives at 
C. A. C. he, of course, feels himself 
among strange surroundings. He hardly 
considers himsel·f as a part of the institu-
tion ; he hesitates to enter into the college 
functions; he considers himself almost an 
outsider. It is on~y natural that such should 
be his feelings in coming, perhaps for the 
first time, to live away from home-still, 
he should overcome this feelin g as soon as 
possible. He becomes a member of the 
college as soon :ts he receive the tate-
ment that he is admitted to on f the 
classes, and should feel an inter st in all 
which has to do with the in titution. W hy, 
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then~ may .. ·we not ask them to begin con-
tributing for the College magazine during 
thei·r first term, not waiting until they be-
come juniors or seniors. The lower Class-
men have heretofore' done little to help fill 
out the numbers of'the LooKOUT. 
We find ourselves at the beginning of 
the year' 'vitho·u{ a~ editor of aJuiiini notes. 
The individual who filled this position de-
cided not' 'to return to the College, so we 
w re left to do a~ best we might until a 
meeting could ·be ·called for an election. 
It is in such cases as this that we realize 
the backwardness of our alumni in giving 
information ~s to their doings and w'elfare. 
As a gentle reminder to the old, and to 
call the attention of the new members of 
Grove Cottage, w~ again wish to state that 
we see no .logical or biological reason why 
the representatives of the gentle sex a~ong 
our student body should not give vent to 
their ready wits m the columns of this 
magazme. 
Military drill at . A. C. is a great help 
to the student. Not only does it furnish 
valuable exercise and physical training, but 
in the four years he is here. the student 
becomes proficient in military science. The 
past st~mmer several of the boys, wishinrr 
to gain Yaluable experience and perhaps 
renown at Manassas, Va. , where the t-
lantic divi~ion of militia re-fought the battle 
of Bull Run, decided to enlist. The ca:p-
tains of tbe militia companies, who were 
acquainted with the C. A. C. company 
gladly took in all of its members who 
wished to join · th State militia. We are 
sure the tactics learned at Storr will · hold 
them in good stead. 
To the Summer Class of 1904. 
As we meet, a class unittd, 
For the last time, here, to-night, 
We will hope none have been slighted, 
Each has had his perfect right. 
Many hours we've spent together-
Hours of study, hours of play, 
But we've done just which we'd rather 
No one here to say us nay. 
When we first can1e on the campus 
All was quiet, all was peace, 
'Though we had the rain to damp us, 
Sunlight caused that rain to cease. 
With our note-books and our pencils 
Forth we went next day to learn 
Of the farm and its utensils ; 
Toward all nature our minds turned. 
We have listened in all places 
To the science of the farm, 
In the class-room we've had traces 
Of the work of Dr. Thorn. 
In-doors, too, and in a dark room, 
We have looked for mushroom's light. 
But alas! the darkest gloom 
Was round all like starless night. 
\iVhen we first saw tall fields blowing, 
Some of barley, some of r e, 
J. sked if it was wheat a-growing, 
We had doubts then, you and I. 
Out of doors we saw the horses , 
·Saw their teeth and saw them trot; 
ut of doers we saw the mosses, 
In the V\ oods and in the lot. 
Caws we've seen, ?. ·,1d pigeons, hens, 
Birds and bugs, and beetles too, 
Parasites by means of lens, 
Also frorrs and ducks, a few, 
39 
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What we've heard would fill __ a book, 
Well worth re1ding, too, I trow; 
\Vhat we've learned-no bait or hook, 
l'vfay produce it here and now. 
Our instructors have been kind. 
They have taught us day by day 
With a patience you'd ne'er find 
Elsewhere 'neath the warm sun's ray. 
When the day's work has been over, 
Some have danced the time away. 
Some have wandered in the clover, 
Son1e at home preferred to stay. 
We have walked around the high wall 
Of the cemeter_f yonder. 
On the Lake one day we all 
Found full many a thing to ponder. 
Ferns have we in numbers studied; 
Quarts and quarts, perhaps a peck. 
In their quest our feet we muddied, 
As we followed at their beck. 
Now one person I must mention, 
To forget it would be sad; 
To Miss Peck I call attention 
Who makes lady ferns a fad. 
Altho' Boston has attractions· 
For its beans she has no love. 
Even one or slightest fraction 
Turns her mind from things above. 
With the camera fiend approaching, 
Miss Peck's face is out of sight. 
No amount of urgent coaxing 
Can compel it to the light. 
As we leave this pleasant hillside, 
And to other places roam, 
Many thoughts will still abide 
Of the good times far £:-om home. 
We have gathered here to-night 
For the last time as a class. 
Some have worked with all their might, 
Some have wasted time-alas ! 
Now, a farewell, classmates all, 
May you prosper where you go. 
May you rise, but never fall, 
May you all look high, not low. 
LucY MARIETTA PLATT. 
· · The Song of a School · Teacher. 
Pleasant was the summer weat~er, 
When the teachers met together, 
In a quiet haunt of Nature, 
Far from city's strife and din. 
At the College on the hillside, 
Its lawns slopmg- to the roadside, 
With its fine old trees and gardens, 
And broad views of distant hills. 
Forgetting all the booklore of the sages, 
Handed down from musty ages, 
Free to study and to ponder, 
God's great Wonder-Book of Nature. 
There we learned of cows and horses, 
Birds and ducks and chicks and cheeses; 
Saw the neatest barn and dairy, 
Saw a model chicken farm. 
There the learned White, professor, 
Talked of trees, of ferns and flowers, 
Showed us where they grew and blossomed, 
Needful all for use and beauty. 
\Vatched the sunset's golden glory, 
Fade away into the twilight; 
Saw the new moon's silver crescent, 
Saw the stars shine forth in m-yriads. 
As the evening shadows cieepened, 
At the Hall or Cottage g~thered, 
Sped the hours in song and story, 
Gay with dance and merry laughter. 
Then on Sunday with hearts thankful, 
For the days so bright and .restful, 
To the white church over yonder, 
Walked we with cur friends. 
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Listened while the grave Starr, preacher, 
Talked of life and all its meanings. 
Life of man-mind, soul and body, 
Perfect life-in earth and heaven. 
Learned we from this Book of Nature, 
Many lessons for the future; 
Life of bird, flower, beast and insect, 
All a part of His great plan. 
Turn we now our faces homeward, 
Thankful all to State and Nation, 
For the wondrous truths revealed, 
Grateful most-for INSPIRATION. 
MARTHA ALMA JENCKS. 
C. A. C. Orchards. 
On the College property at present there 
are four orchards, besides the fruit trees 
scattered about the campus and farn1. 
Three of these arc kept ·~·ell cultivated and 
fertilized, while the fourth, which is on a 
steep side hill north of the farm buildings, 
furnishes a good pasture for hogs. 
The orchard back of the Station barn, 
which is known simply as the orchard, wa~ 
planted in I 882, and contained at first a 
good variety of apples for home use ; but 
the product has been much changed by 
grafting. 
The orchard up on the East Hill is the 
Trial Orchard, and is as the name signifies, 
employed for the purpose of testing dif-
ferent varieties of fruit. There are more 
than eighty varities of apples, about thirty 
of pears, and many varieties of peaches, 
plums, and cherries, be.sides a few other 
fruits. 
Some of the trees have never borne a 
crop yet, and some have now a few speci-
mens, the first they have produced. It is 
with a great deal of interest that these trees 
are watched. If the specimens are allowed 
to remain undisturbed until fully developed 
the correctness or incorrectness of the tree 
can be vouched for. For this reason if the 
steps of the wandering student take him to 
a tree or vine, displaying only a limited 
amount of fruit, let him not tarry but pass 
along. "Better rob a rich man of a little 
than a poor man of all he has." 
The trial orchard is a fine place to study 
the different types of trees. There is a 
vast difference between apple trees of dif-
ferent varieties, so that one soon learns to 
distinguish va1rieties simply by the shape and 
growth of the trees. 
The orchard on the west side of the farm 
was planted in the spring of I900. It is 
designed for commercial purposes. A few 
standard varieties of apples are planted for 
permanent trees. Betwe~n the permanent 
apple rows fillers are used. These are 
trees which will bear while quite young and 
small. These yield some profit fro1n the 
land before the permanent trees are old 
enough to 'Produce a full crop. As the 
latter grow, the fillers are cut out to give 
them room. Apples are not the only fillers 
used; peaches, plums, and pears are em-
ployed for this purpose. The peaches and 
plums are bea~ring a full crop this year. 
The Dwarf Orchard, so-called, was 
planted south of the first woods. It was 
begun in I903, and now contains between 
fifty and a hundred varieties of apple trees. 
These trees are not expected to grow to a 
height of more than six or eight feet. 
The apple crop here this year will be as 
large as it was two years ago, judging by 
the looks of things now. The crop is e ·-
timated at three hundred barrels : 
s. P . HoLLr TER, 'os . 
• 
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Mus Musculus (Common Rat). 
There are books, and even periodicals, 
devoted exclusively to the horse-there 
might well be of the rat, which is said to be 
the best known animal of the world. In-
teresting as a Rat number of the LooKOUT 
would be the editors could hardly deem it 
instructive, so very familiar is the public 
with their habits and customs. However 
a concise treatise, strictly scientific in char-
acter, for the beaefit of students, may be 
accepted. 
The origin of the common rat is proba-
bly as ancient as that of man-not a native 
of America, it immigrated to this country 
about 200 years after Columbus. In a 
remarkably short space of time it had made 
per~anent settlements throughout North 
America and kept pace with the progress 
of man in the Southern Continent. 
The rat belongs to a large family known 
as the Rodents, which includes the squirrel, 
rabbit, etc. The rat, almost alone, has 
made the family famous. It is distinguished 
by its bright eye, large ears, soft fur, curv-
ing incisor teeth which grow constantly, 
allowing of incessant gnawing, and its 
omniverous appetite, eating everything-
peanuts, corn, wood, matches, chickens, 
eggs, bones, garments, shoes and boots- · 
everything. Herbert Spencer comparing 
the rat with another animal personifies "its 
greater intelligence, greater power and 
courage, greater ability to utilize what it 
finds." "The rat," says Spencer, "is 
notoriously cunning; and its cunning gives 
success to its foraging expeditions." The e 
statements are easily verified. 
Rats have a fondness for, and are at-
tracted by, good music. Says Weir in his 
Dawn of Reason, "It is highly probable 
that the succeptibility of rats and mice to 
the influence of musical sounds has been 
knoV\ n for ages. The legend of the Pied 
Piper of Hamelin is by no means recent, 
nor is it confined to European people alone. 
In all legends, the rats and mice are drawn 
together by sounds emanating from some 
kind of music;al instrument. A celebrated 
violinist told me that, at one period in his 
life, he lived in a ·house that fairly swarmed 
with rats. He noticed that these creatures 
were peculiarly succeptible to. minor 
chords, and that 4uick, lively music would 
bring them forth from' their lurking ·places 
in great numbers. A few abrupt, discordant 
chords would, invariably, :.end them scurry-
ing to their holes." The fact · that rats 
flock to places where there is a considera-
ble amount of fine music and stay there is 
borne out by my own observations. 
From ea·rly times th~;e has been. war-
fare between man and rat, each trying to 
exterminate the other. Both species have, 
nevertheless, gone on multiplying, the nit 
probably more rapidly even than . n,1an. 
The skill and inventive genius of mankind 
exerted in this field as in no other, to so 
great an extent for so long .q.. time, have bitt 
paralleled the determination of the rat to 
perpetuate his species. 11an' s methods · of 
warfare. against .the rat have been chiefly 
poisons, traps, cats and salting the :t:ats' 
tails. !he first is against the rules of modern 
warfare, and for othet reasons, is imprac-
ticable; the second is legitimate and to an 
extent successful; the third, man's only ·· 
ally, is accon1plishirig what 'it can, and the 
fourth is thought, to-day, to be of no signi-
ficance. N·one are wholly successful. Man 
must rely chiefly upon his skill in deceiving 
the rat by mechanical means, s'ince the 
rat's -activity is at a time when man sleeps . 
tooi<Otrr. 
The 1nost noted rat traps of the world are 
the "Genunine French," "Delusion,': 
"Choker" (to be deprecated), ' Rotary 
Wheel," ''Out of Sight," "Sure Thing/' 
"National," "Combination" and ''Surprise." 
It is doubtful with our present means, 
and so long as women persist in indulging 
in charming strains of music, that the rat 
can be exterminated, though discordant 
music, together with the inventions of an--
other century, m~ty make it possible. 
1A. B. C., 'o2. 
In the Library. 
"The more I see of m·en," says a certain 
·cynic, "the bett.~r I like dogs." We may 
agree with this statement or not, according 
to the type of men and dogs with which 
we are acquainted. The fact remains, 
however, that the dog, l?oth in life and 
among books is a much loved and n1uch 
talked of animal ; and literature would lose 
many of its most chamting stories if the 
dog element were entirely eliminated. 
The dog, as a friend, appears to be es-
pecially a product of the Anglo,_Saxon 
countries. 'Among the oriental nafions, in 
the past as now, he is, in most cases, called 
an outcast, a pariah, . and, if reports are 
true, lives up to his reputati~. We know 
that among the Assyrians, the Egyptians, 
the Greeks, and the Romans dogs were 
used for hunting, but as there is very little 
mention of them except in a casual way, 
we cannot tell to what extent they enjoyed 
the love and privileges of the modern dog. 
There is one exception, however, to the 
general rule. In the apocryphal story of 
Tobit we find this sentence: "They both 
went forth to depaTt, and the young man's 
dog went with them." Professor Moulton 
c?mments in the following humorous man-
ner upon the passage. "In that sentence 
is the quintessence of the idyllic spirit. It 
is not as if the dog had any function to 
perform in the journey. He is not men-
tioned ~again till the return journey, when 
'they went their way and the dog went 
after them.' There was nothing for 
Tobais's dog to do in this famous expedi-
tion, but he had to be there all the same. 
There may be a flavy here in the Hebrew 
coloring of the story, for the' Jews did not 
use dogs as friendly companions. But to 
the general reader this dog has made 
Tobias a real flesh and blood young man 
for all time." 
References to the intelligence and devo-
tion of the dog are scattered through all 
literature. Who has not as a child wept over 
the fate of the faithful Gelert, or felt his 
heart grow strong at the record of the won-
derful St. Berna:rd, Barry, who is reported 
to have saved forty-two lives in the 
Switzerland Mountains? We feel instinc-
tively proud of ourselves when a dog rec-
ognizes us as a friend, and are almost as 
sensitive about being cut by a dog as by 
an acquaintance. The famous saying of 
Sir · Walter Scott_, 'The misery of keeping 
a dog is his dying so soon; but to be sure 
if he lived for fifty years and then died, 
what would become of me," has found an 
echo in many hearts. 
It has remained, however, for the ntne-
teenth century to write for . ~s- the story of 
the dog in its n1ost appealing way. Two 
short stories of this class which bid fair to 
be numbered in time among the classics, 
are 'Rab and His Friends," by Dr. John 
Brown, and, "A Dog of Flanders," by 
Onida. The former, which has been called 
by Charles Dudley Warner, an immortal 
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Scotch idyl, has for its hero a huge stern ~~~ ~ "Pussy can .sit by the fire and sing, 
old mastiff who, "always a fighter," wins · )~J Pussy can climb a tree 
our · respect and finally our love by Or play with a silly old cork and string 
a courage, a constancy, aud an intelligence 
which though remarkable do not seem un-
natural. The story of the Dog of Flan-
ders, unrelieved by a touch of the gritn 
humor which comes to the surface now and 
then in " Rab," is perhaps the most pa-
thetic tale of dog devotio11 which has ever 
been written. Both are well worth a care-
ful reading, though hardly the books 
which orie would catalogue under the title 
of "Cheeriul books, sui:2.ble for reading 
aloud to invalids." 
Two stories much more n1ode.rn in touch 
and consequently more popular with the 
average reader, are "Bob Son of Battle," 
and "The Call of the Wild." The second 
is as American as the first is Scotch, and 
both are full of spirit and freedom, the one 
of the mountains the other of the primeval 
forests. Both contain a good deal of the 
human element, and both at times are de-
cidedly dramatic, so although much longer 
than the average animal story, the interest 
does not flag from the fir~t page to the last. 
~Although th~ so-called nature story 
which is so popular just at present does 
not have many dealings with the dbg, he is 
by no means excluded from the out-of-door : 
book. V'{ e are not likely to forget · soon 
the faithful Chink, "bright, fierce, trusty, 
treacherous Willy," or that most lovable 
of all of Ernest Seton's "little brothers," 
the "dogge ycleptlyttel Bingo.'1 Kipling 
does not have any long tale about the dog 
though his books are fu~l of allusions to 
this friend of man, and in one of his "Just 
So" stories he breaks forth in the follow-
ing manner which is, at least, spontaneous 
even if it is not very great poetry: 
To amuse herself, not me, 
But I like Binkie my dog, because 
He knows how to behave, 
So Binkie's the same as the First Friend 
was, 
And I am the Man in the Cave." 
One more recent short story may p~r­
haps seem to some worthy of more or less 
attention. This is "The Bar Sinister," by 
Richard Harding Davis. Our common 
sense tells us that the characteristics of 
"Wyndham Kid" are more human than 
canine, and that ~he entire article is over-
drawn, still the .story 1s strangely attractive 
and will be enjoyed by many even to the 
extent of a second reading. 
Rbbert Browning in one of his best 
known poems, says: 
"God made all the creatures and gave them 
our love and our fear, 
To give sign we and they are his children, 
one family here." 
In this family it does not seem too much 
to assign the first place to that confidential 
friend and intelligent servant-the dog. 
The Giant . Trees of California. 
The Redwood belts of timber extend 
from the Oregon boundary .to a · point a 
little north of San Francisco in Monterey 
County~ A few of these giants are scat-
tered about a little to the east of this 
boundary, but these are not equal in size 
to the forest trees. 
Many of these trees live to be hundreds 
of years old. The best specimens, 350 
feet high and 20 feet in diameter~ are 
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being cut at the age of 500 years. Some 
have attained the age of 1,375 years. The 
reason for attaining such age is that no in-
sects attack the trees nor does decay set in. 
The bark is a reddish gray color, and of 
a fibrous texture, giving to the full grown 
trees a fluted appearance. From about 
one-half to one-thirdJ of the total length of 
the tree is covered with · the evergreen 
branches of the redwood which afford 
little shade·. The wood shades from light 
cher.ry to mahogany, and is capable of 
taking a high polish. 
The shape of the tree depends principally 
upon local conditions. Not often is a per-
fectly shaped tree found . Such deformi-
ties as hanging neck, flat hmb, thick masses 
of bushy branches, and burls on the trunk 
are of frequent occurrence. 
In 1900, 36o million feet of redwood, 
worth $3,645,6o8, were cut. Trees 8o 
feet high and 16 inches in di'ameter yield 
about 200,000 feet "to the acre. 
One-tenth of the redwood tract is owned 
by lumbermen. Near river beds and often 
in canons where plenty of water is to be 
had, are found the best specimens of red-
wood. Often a young tree, if growing in 
a · dense forest , will remain dormant until 
the nearby trees have been cut, then getting 
sufficient. sunlight it starts into rapid 
growth. The foliage, wh·~n growing in the 
shade, is very light green, but when ex-
posed to the sunlight it soon assumes its 
natural darker hue. 
Perhaps the greatest enemy of the red-
wood is man. The wood being so hard 
that insects do not attack it, and decay 
does not appea-r. It is not proof, however, 
against the marine teredo. 
The Three Sisters . were three giant red-
woods growing side by side. Much timber 
is wasted by the fall of such large trees, but 
these three alone made more than 350,000 
feet, the largest making I 50,CXX> feet. In 
one of these trees the undercut was large 
enough for three men to stand upright at 
the edge. The stump of the largest 
measured 24 feet, 6 inches, in diameter. 
For felling these trees steam is used. 
After the fall of a tree a.n engine is at-
tached to the trunk and drags it out of the 
forest to the nearest stream. The trees 
are then towed to a S'aw-mill. 
Much is now being done to promote a 
second growth of the redwood. Lumber- · 
men are· using great care, when cutting the 
trees, not to destroy sapiings and second 
growths. In various localities experiments 
have been tried, with more or less success, 
to find if the tree would grow from seed. 
There are few localities where the red-
wood will not grow. With care and time 
the range of growth might be much ex-
tended. 
A New England Thunder Shower. 
It is about three o'clock in the afternoon 
in the early part of July. The sun beats 
down on the hay fields from, an almost 
cloudless sky, . anci the heat is intense and 
oppressive. ·As ) et, nothing would indi-
cate that a storm is brewing unless one has 
long been accustomed to the sudden 
changes in New England weather. 
There is, however, to the true Yankee 
a forboding in the very calmness of the at-
mosphere and the sweltering heat of the 
sun. There is not the !east breeze ; the 
sun looks slightly hazy, hut its rays seem 
to burn whatever they ·touch ; while the 
air is almost stifling. The birds already 
know what to expect and the robins . and 
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sp~r.row.s. are gathering and pruning their 
feathers. 
Before long, a narrow gray line is visible 
along th~ north-western horizon. This 
line widens rapidly and soon forms a dark 
mass against the sky. The individual 
clouds can not be distinguished. They are 
blended in one huge mass of steel gray. 
The sun is now hidden from view and the 
sky appears fierc·~ and threatening. 
Until now, the ~arne forboding quietness 
has continued; but suddenly a bright flash 
of lightning is followed by a low, hollow 
· rumbling. As if suddenly turned loose. 
the wind is heard rushing through the dis-
tant tree tops; an,i soon it comes in spiteful 
gusts. 
Soon, from the dark m.ass, breaks an-
other and brighter flash of lightning, fol-
lowed by a loud crash. Great drops of 
rain fall here and there, and then with an-
other warning flash and crash, the clouds 
give their moisture in a deluging shower. 
The sky is by this time all overcast, and 
indoors it is almost dark enough to prevent 
one's re~ding. The shower ~till keeps up 
its force. The lightning flashes often, the 
thunder rumbles constantly, the rain ap-
pears as if coming down 111 shee_ts, and the 
wind blow's with force sufficient to bend 
over the tree-to.[)s. 
About ltalf past five, the flashes come at 
less frequent intervals, the. thunder sounds 
farther off, the wind decreases, and the rain 
gra,dually diminishes into a light, even, 
drizzle. 
N:ow, in place of the dark line seen in the 
west at the first aJ.?pearance of the shower, 
a light. clear, line appears. This line 
widens as did the first, aed soon the rain , 
clouds, lightning, and thPnder are out of 
sight and hearing. Th .~ wet woods and 
meadows glisten as with dew when the sun 
again comes forth from behind its ball of 
sombre gray, and all the vegetation looks 
fresh and new. 
The New York Subway. 
The greatest engineering work tn New 
York, since the cuilding of the Brooklyn 
bridge, is the construction of the great 
tunnel or the New York subway. Twelve 
years ag.::> it seemed almost impossible 
that such an undertaking could be carried 
out. Who could believe th2.t the busiest 
streets of the metropolis could' be suddenly 
turned into a ditch? The authorities knew 
that there would be a great hindrance to 
traffic, and the citizens would grumble. 
But the idea that the benefit derived from 
such a road would overbalance the tem-
porary inconveniences, and that New York 
was congested and must expand in som~ 
way, led to the conclusion that rapid tran-
sit must be provided. 
With zeal and energy the work was at 
last begun in 1901. For three years the 
engineers, contractors, and laborers were 
busy at the task. Summer and winter, day 
and night, the work was kept up. · Many 
an onlooker, as he watched the laborers 
handling their .Picks in the na:sty ditches, 
the huge dirt urns flying on the pull~y 
wires, the immense dirt carts, the puspjng 
crowd near by, and the line of cars and 
wagons blocked like a parade at halt 
awaiting the command, would shrug his 
shoulders, and with a sigh ask, "Will th\s 
work ever be fini heel?'' 
How different the aspect is now. From 
the street no sign of a subw2.y is visible. 
But below the surface, for the entire dis-
tance from the Battery to One Hundred 
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and Twenty-fifth Street the ditches have 
assun1ed a definite shape. Instead of many 
dug-outs there is one continuous pa1ssage. 
It has a width of about thirty-two feet, and 
a height of about twenty-five feet. It is 
well lighted and ventilated, and is fitted 
out with the most n1odern means for the 
safety of the passangers. 
Four tracks will be in constant use in 
the tunnel. Two will be for express trains 
that will run from lower Broadway directly 
to One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street, 
,~rhere the passengers can connect quickly 
with the Central ·and the New Haven 
trains. Thus the suburbanite who lives 
fifteen or twenty miles away will be able to 
leave his desk at half-past five and be home 
at six: He will probably be home before 
many of his colleagues living on Man-
hattan or Brooklyn. 
It is declared that the New York sub-
way is the best equipped in the world. 
Not only does it greatly excel the London 
~ubway, which is dark, badly ventilated, 
and comparatively deep under the surface, 
but it also excels the Paris subway. It was 
the aim pf the authe-.rities to make t!le New 
York rapid transit system a model of its 
kind. It is well lighted, well ventilated, 
fire-proof, and capable of giving the best 
service, so that even the most timid may 
leave his doubts and fears behind and ride 
in the this the Underground Railroad. 
LEO. STECKEL, 'o6. 
The Football Season of 1904. 
In order to see what we have for ma-
terial the coming season, let us give a 
brief summary of last fall. The team 
started in by defeating Hartford High 
chool with only a few night's practice and 
with a number of new men. Before this 
victory and for a short time afterward 
there were enough men on the field each 
night to make up two teams. There was 
more or less competition for positions, and 
the men kept in fairly good training. Soon, 
however, t. number lost hope of making the 
first team soon, came out to practice ir-
regularly, and failed to train properly. For 
the next two qr three games good work 
waJs done, but as soon as the members of 
the team 'saw the lessening of competition, 
they became mor.._ careles:; with consequent 
weakening of the team. From this time 
on the team went down hill-the injuries 
were very numerous and the interest in 
the games, by the members of the team and 
others, lessened. Notwithstanding the de-
feats later in the season, it is plain to see 
from the beginning of the season that the 
material was good. 
We start in this season with a loss of 
only a few men and with several strong . 
additions. There is only one thing which 
stands in the way of making this season 
the most successful on record. That is the · 
lack of college s·pirit. 
The team must have backing-not onlY. 
financial, but moral. vVhat is needed is 
the enthusiasm of the entire student body. 
Every student who is at all fitted should 
come out on the ·field every night; and, 
though he perhaps c~n not make the team 
this season, he will furnish valuable prac-
tice for the varsity and obtain experience 
for coming years. More enthusiasm should 
be shown at ·games. There is nothing that 
so stimulates the player to his best work 
. as good, whole orne, well led cheering. 
Let us make up our minds to do all in our 
power to make this season one to be proud 
of. 
The manager has shown much prudence 
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in his arrangement of the schedule. The 
first game is with a strong team, and will 
prove of great value in the follo_wing 
games. The schedule up to date is as 
follows: 
Saturday, September 24th, Springfield 
Training School, at Springfield. 
Saturday, October r·st, Hartford High 
School, at Hartford. . 
Saturday, O·ctober 8th, open date. 
Saturday, October rsth, open 'date. 
Wednesday, October 26th, open date. 
Monday, October 31st, Wesleyan Acad-
emy, at North Wilbraham. 
Saturday, · November 5th, Pomfret 
School, at Pon1fret Centre. 
Saturday, Nov~ber 12th, Norwich Free 
Academy, at Norwich. 
Saturday, November rgth, Rhode Island 
State College, at Storrs . 
The open dates will be filled and played 
at Storrs. Season tickets may be obtained 
from the Manager or Assistant Manager 
of the Football As·sociation. 
Alumni Notes. 
Nettleton of '99 and Whitehead (D·airy, 
'oo), expect to fill some of the many silos 
now building in the vicinity of Washing-
ton.. For this purpose they have recently 
purchased an engine. 
Ex. '03. McLean, who began the season 
as one of the pitchers on the Worcester 
team has abandoned that aggregation and 
is now pitching for the Plattsburgh's in 
the Northern New York League. His 
present address is Fouger House, Platts-
burgh, New York. 
'87. E. F. Meed and W. S. Lee spent 
August 17th at the College. They found 
few persons with whom they were ac-
quainted. 
C. B. Pomeroy, '90; A. J. Pierpont a~d 
E. A. Shedd, '95; and E. F. Manchester 
alnd R. H. Gardener, '99, attended the 
Pomological picnic at Storrs, August roth. 
'98. Herbert Kirkpatrick, mail carrier 
between Storrs, Eagleville, and way sta-
tions, resigned his position early in the 
summer. ·His successor failed to appear 
after the first trial days, so Kirk is still 
serving Uncle Sam. 
'or. W. vV. Dimock spent the summer 
at his home in Merrow. He occasionapy 
ventures near the College. 
'or. E. P. Brown, of South Manchester, 
Conn., S'Pent a day at the College in July. 
Though Pike is riot far away we haven't 
seen him for two or three years. 
'02. G. H. Hollister has been to 
Storrs several times this summer on mat-
ters of business. 
'02. , A. B. Clark after leaving his posi-
tion in the dairy, spent the summer at his 
home in Beacon Falls. After a visit to 
the Exposition, he will enter the University 
of Wisconsin. 
'02. H. L. Bushnell has taken a position 
with T. F. Downing's as insurance agent 
in Willimantic. He makes his appearance 
at C. A. C. about once in two weeks. 
College N.otes. 
·It is with a feeling of satisfaction that 
we enter upon another term, the first of 
another year. The class of 1905 now takes 
its position as the senior party in the 
college. Of course we hope for much, 
nothing exceptionally brilliant perhaps, but 
, 
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if the past history of our class may be 
taken as a forecast of the future, we may 
hope for many exciting events in the three 
tenns to come. 
Since we all took leave of Storrs in June, 
another class has taken temporary ·posses-
sion of the many nooks and corners of the 
C. A. C., the Sum.mer School Class of 1904. 
For the second tim.e the new dorm was 
set apart as a domicile for the young ladies, 
and from its all appearances we are of 
:>pinion .that the change has been for the 
better. 
Shurtleff, '04, Hollister, Nash, and Wel-
ton, 'o5, Risley and Waters, 'o6, spent 
nearly all of the summer vacation at Storrs. 
Part of them roomed in Agricultural Hall 
until the attempt to celebrate the Fourth 
in the building caused their hasty removal. 
H. E. Chapman, 'o6, was last heard of 
at Ocean Grove, where the board walk and 
the Auditorium took all his ·spare time . 
• 
F. S. l(oons left in July for Topeka, 
Kansas, where he expect::; to go to school 
preparatory to entering Oberlin College: 
Ohio. We wish our classmate the best of 
good fortune among his new associates. 
We wish at this time to call the atten-
tion of all students, both old and new, to 
the fact that the C. A. C. has the material 
for a strong football team this season. 
Some of us may not know what football is 
yet. It is up to us to find out. Let's not 
wait till Xmas or next fall, but begin now 
and turn out for the first game and show 
our "eleven" that we .are watching their 
efforts, and that we are confident of their 
success. 
The college catalogue for 1904-05 is in 
many respects similar to the one last year 
but contains a larger number of pictures 
and notes a few changes in schedule. It 
also takes care to mention the change in 
the price of boanl. 
While the student vacation has extended 
from June I 5th until September 20th, our 
overworked professors have, many of them, 
been compelled to remain and impart some 
of their knowledge to m·any of our Con-
necticut school ma'ms. 
Friday, July 22d, witnessed one of the 
gayest events of the Summer School, the 
Mid-summer Dance of the Class of 1905. 
, Many of the old-timers returned and the 
class f "ought to be four ' ' was exceptional-
ly well representtd. The school manns 
were in evidence, and helped to make the 
affair more pleasant. Regulars, at ten 
o'clock, forgot to watch the time piece in 
the hall and did not receive even the gentle 
reminder of term time. How those who 
are doomed to another winter of ro o'clock 
evenings wished that Summer School 
might always continue. 
Leo. Steckel, editor of our Alumni 
Notes, went to ~t . Louis to take a position 
in the Christian Endeavor Hotel. At the 
present time he is employed in the Inside 
Inn, which is situated on the Exposition 
grounds. This fall Steckel expects to ente:-
the Ohio State University. He was a 
member of the class of 'o?, and his loss 
will probably be regretted by his class-
mates. 
Storrs-modern summer resort and 
suburban town. All the latest improve-
ments. Gas and electric lights. Fine 
nves. Thirty minutes from the trains. 
an 't e en guess how far from the trolley. 
Aut m bile rides when John isn t busy·. 
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Ask W. Robert why he doesn't like the 
pictures of the Summer School. He was 
separated from nature by only a short 
sleeved jersey and a pair of trouse·rs. ~sk 
"Put." 
The workman's table has been a cause 
of a great deal of worry this summer. 
Nothing serious has happened, but it has 
been necessary to have a watchman. The 
principal topic under discussion, between 
<.:ourses, has been Russia and Japan. For 
pointers on this perplexing question always· 
refer to the poultryman orator. 
I~ was with great sorrow we learned that 
Shurt was fired from the cow barn He 
has recovered from the shock, and is now 
rising in the small hours of the day to 
peddle milk. 
Experiments and investigations this 
summer show that another bulletin is con-
templated soon. It will probably relate 
somewhat to the barn conditions affecting 
purity of milk. 
Three interesting lectures this summer 
were as follows: Dr. Thorn, on "Mush-
rooms"; Prof. Stocking, on "Bacteria"; 
and Dr. Conn, on "Molds." 
Officials of the trolley company of Willi-
mantic were in Storrs during the last sum-
mer looking over the territory to be cov-
ered by the "proposed" trolley line. Let 
us quote Lincoln: "It is for us to be here 
dedicated to the great task remaining be-
fore us." "Where there's life, there's 
hope." 
w .e know of at least three school 
teachers who discovered ghosts at Storrs. 
The creamery was the haunted building, 
although the haunted people are a mystery? 
Prof. Gulley supplied the summer school 
with quantities of sweet peas. It was 
rumored afterward that he had expected 
to send them to St. Louis. We feel sorry 
for him if such was the case. 
Put is taking, or has been, many trips 
to South Willington. Now we know that 
recreation requires much time, exer-
cise, and shoe leather. We have, therefore, 
suspected that there must be some great 
attraction in that nei~hborhood. But, to 
our persistent inquiries, he still returns the 
answer that he is training for football! 
The Summer School Social Committee 
furnished mHny interesting programmes 
during their four weeks' stay. R~ceptions, 
·card-parties, and dances constituted 'the 
principal amusements. The Misses Peck, 
Johnson, Abbey, M'inor, and McDonald 
were the members of· the committee. For 
class history and ether matters of a similar 
nature confer with the chairman of the 
committee. 
'A ·picnic to Coventry Lake was also an 
enjoyable event for some. As we . ·are 
crowded somewhat for space we advise 
those interested to get Nash to tell all 
about it. 
In speaking about the· cottage as a 
dormitory, one ·young lady remarked that 
the cottage was all right only Miss Thom:as 
locked the doors too early. 
Mr. Bennet, Buck and Shurt, as mem-
bers of the Willimantic company, and 
Oley, of the Danbury company, went South 
this summer to go through the drill 
m:anouvres at the old battlefield of Bull 
Run. 
The closing exercises of the Summer 
School took place Friday evening, July 
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29th. Readings, recitations, and original 
papers were rendered. After the confer-
ring of the certificates a final dance, under 
the direction of Shurtleff, '04, was indulged 
in. Shurt is a very competent dancing 
master. 
A Pomological picnic, under the man-
agement of Prof. Gulley, was held at 
C. A. C., August roth. The day was ex. 
ceedingly disagreeable) but about one hun-
dred and twenty of Connecticut fruit 
growers were present. Dinner was served 
in the College dining-room at one o'clock. 
In the afternoon speaking was held in the 
chapel, and later the horticultural depart-
ment inspected. lt was exactly ten years 
from this date that Prof. Gulley first camt:. 
to Storrs. 
As we again find oursdves together, we 
miss the face of c.ne of our most pO'pular 
teachers. Professor Stoneburn accepted a 
position in Waterville, N. Y., and left 
Storrs, August r8th. Beside greatly im-
proving the poultry plant! he has been a 
shining light in all social functions. We 
sincerely regret his departure, and wish 
him the highest success. 
Exchanges. 
The Delaware Review proved very inter-
esting last month. 
The Old Hughes has its good and bad 
points. 
The J ayhawker was one of our best ex-
changes last month. 
Friend-"In what course does your son 
expect" to graduate?' 
Father-"In the course of time by the 
looks of things."--Ex. 
"Are you hungary"? 
"Yes, Siam."-Ex. 
Policeman-"Here, Dutchy, why don't 
you water your horse?' 
V\' ilhelm-"Vat is der use? He was a 
bay."-Ex. 
"Oh," exclaimed 'the fair boarder, as a 
couple of calves scampered across the 
meadow, "what pretty little cowlets"! 
"You are mistaken, ma'am," said the old 
farmer, "them's bullets."-Ex. 
If a cabbage, tomato anp hydrant should 
run a race, what would be the result? 
The cabbage would come out ahead, the 
tomato would catch up, and the hydrant 
·would be still _running. 
Art and Nature. 
Have you ever stood before some famous 
painting, and admired the exquisite work; 
the softness of its tones, the light ~nd 
shadow, the subtle blending of its colors? 
It may be the work of some great master 
of the palette and brush deposited in a 
museum or in the possession of some fort-
unate rich man, adorning the walls of his 
residence. Why is it admired? Is it be-
cause it is fashionable to have a taste for 
pain tin crs, envy of the pocket-book of the 
one able to purchase such rarities , or be-
cause of the real love of art for art's sake, 
and an appreciation of the beautiful. It is 
a poor soul which shows no love for what 
is beautiful, either, in nature or in art. 
When admiring some beautiful produc-
tion of an artist, how many consider what 
his real talent is? It is not by technical 
skill alone that he succeeds in placing his 
colors on the canvas to produce the re-
sults which please the eye, but it is the 
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speaking of his soul in its love of nature, 
and a lasting acknowledgment of this love. 
But why not admire the beautiful in 
nature itself as well as when translated to 
the painter~s canvas? I can see a picture. 
It is. a beautiful production of a nature-lov-
ing artist. An old mil~ is the subject. Its 
crumbling walls with over-creeping vines 
and the general prevading spirit of neglect 
give the scene a magnetic influence. What 
has been its past history? It has seen days 
of youth and days of strength, but now it 
has ' reached old age. Even the brook 
which at one time tumbled musically over 
the huge wheel and rushed madly down the 
mill-race has grown old. Instead of wildly 
flowing by and filling the stream from bank 
to bank it has shrunk to a mere thread. It 
once tumbled violently over the rocks which 
dbstructed its way, but now it patiently 
seeks a way around them.. Trees and 
shrubs have overgrown the bank and 
paths. In spots the brook is almost choked 
by plant life. This is the artist's picture, 
but what of the scene as the artist saw it. 
The artist's picture is lifeless. It will al-
ways remain the same. Let us wander 
through the forest paths to this place, ancl 
see it for ourselves. It is outside the vil-
lage, and we depart from ·the road. Do we 
not pass many beautiful scenes on the way? 
We reach the mill, and we see all the artist 
painted, but we see much ·more. How the 
water as it flows along changes its form. 
The wind blowing through the · branches 
causing the fluttering of the leaves and 
hence the variations of the foliage. Now 
the sun shines brightly and again it creeps 
behind a cloud, and the effect of the scene 
is again changed. We may see it by morn-
ing, noon and evening. Again we may see 
it when the soft moonlight is stealing 
through the trees and among the ruins. 
However we may see it, it is still our old 
mill , and the same surroundings, but nature 
has been putting to test her subtle arts for 
our pleasure, and great is the beauty and 
harmony of it all. There is as great and 
greater harmony in nature as there is in art 
or music. All life is beautiful and all nature 
is life. What music is sweeter than the 
gentle, blowing of the wind through the 
forest? What song is sweeter than the 
birds. Wh2.t blending of colors is more 
pleasing to the eye than those beauties in 
nature? What odors are sweeter than those 
of the wild flower? And all these are con-
stantly changing. One season gliding slow-
ly into another, now Spring, now Summer, 
Autumn and Winter. P. W. GRAFF. 
L ..... 
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JAMBS • CLUNB, 
794 MAIN STREET. 
Pianos, Organs and Musi= 
cal Merchandise. 
Supplies for all makes of Sewing Machines. 
Agents for the SINGER Sewing Machine 
Willimantic, Conn. 
H. R. CHAPPELL, 
Practical Painter, 
And Dealer in . 
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glass and Putty, 




Write today, stating wants. 
E. F. MANCHESTER, Bristol, Conn. 
Dry Goods and Groceries 
OUR .MOTTO: 
To give our customers the very choicest 
goods and to make the prices as 
low as consistent with 
good quality. 
H. V. BEEBE, 
STORRS, CT. 
LATHAM, CRANE & CO., 
£ontractors and 
Buildtrs. 
Dea lers in 
Paints, Oils, Paper Hangings, Room Mould-
ings, Glass, Kalsomine, Varnish 
and Brushes. 
Outside and Inside Finish, Mouldings, Brackets 
and Stair w ork. 
Steam Power Shops on Spring Street, Near 
Pearl, WUUmantic, Conn. 
$3.00 
Will buy you as good a shoe as any man 
need wear. We make a specialty of a shoe 
at this price, and we have our name 
stamped on every pair . as a guarantee of 
good value. We have them in tan, lace: with 
vesting tops, also Black Viet, with lace tops, 
and lace and Congress Calf Shoes. 
THE C. E. LITTLE $3.00 .SHOE LEADS 
THEM ALL. 
THE FAMILY SHOE STORE, 
738 Main Street. 
10000000000000~0~ 
I THE BEST AT A SM1ALI..! 













CHAS. L. BOSS, 
Lumber & Coal 
•.. Call and See Me ••• 
T elephone Connection. 50 North Street. 
GARDNER'S NURSERIES. 
We grow Fruit and Ornamental Trees ; 
Berry Plants, Shrubs and Vines. 
Buy your stock where it is grown. 
R. H. GARDNER, Cromwell, Conn. 
TURNBR'S STABLB. 
ESTABLISHED 1857. 
LIVERY AND BOARDING. 
Large sheds and yard for hitching and feed-
ing horses. Pleasant waiting room for ladles. 
A. W. TURNER, (Near Opera House), 




2,000, 000 S hingles Consta ntly on Hand. 
Also 2, 000 ,000 Barn oa rds 
At the Lowest Possible Prices. 
Office and Yard: 
Chur h St., W ill imantic, Conn. 
Geo. K. Nason, Prop., 
P . J. T WOMEY, Yard Manager. 
WE ARE ADVERTISING 
[OURSELVES] 
F'OR BUSINESS. 
THE PH:CDEN'l'TAL b ' ue>< ev r y t lling up to dnt in 
tb insurance l in . '"'~ w onlu I • plea ed tu <.:ommuui ·ut 
w ith you regnr rling our · n t r uct . 
DOWNING f:J THWING, Agents, 
Room 6 rlurray Building, WILLIMA NTIC , CONN 
MODERN 
Steam Carpet Cl eaning and Rough Dry Family Washing. 
A s well as our Famous Shirt and Collar Work, 
I S SURE T O PLEA E. PRI ES RIGHT. 
Maverick Laundry and Carpet Cl eaning Works, 
2 M a in t., \Villim a nti , "onn. 
Opp. Hooker House. 
G. W. HOPKIN .._ , PHO I' . 'f F:LEP II O!'>E 6:3-12 
THE WINDHAM PRESS, 
JOB PRINTERS. 
ALL WORK G ARANTEE D.-
Sanderson Fertilizer & Cbemical Co. 
LUCIEN S A N DERS ON, President. 
.. . Imp or ters of ... 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. 
. . . Sole Proprietors of .. . 
S ANDERSON'S S P ECIAL FOR MULA 
FERTILIZERS. 
Offi ce, 217 W a t e r St., N ew H aven , Conn. 
C irculars F ree. 
Up=to=Date Stationery, 
BASE B ALL B AT S, 
GLOVES, M ITS, E TC. 
C. · R. UTLEY 
HAS REMOVED 01 JE DOOR EAST, 
6, 4 l\f8in • r t, Willimantic, Conn . 
F. CARR & CO., 
£ombination 
£1otbi¢rs, 
Hatters and Furnishers. 
744 fain Street, W ill iman tic, Conn. 
D. A. LYMAN, 
FiJ"e IJ'tsuran ce an'l F idelity and 
SuJ~ety Boncls. 
20- COilPANIES REPRESENTED- 20 
644 Main Street, W ill imantic, onn. 
D. C. B \l{ROWS, 
Dian1 nd , \\ atche ~ ] e~ elry. 
pti a l G ods, E ast m a n Kodaks a n d 
S u pplies, Butterick P ttern s. 
88 Church S t reet, Willimantic, Conn. Will imantic, Conn. 
LOOKOUT. 
The Perfect Eye 
Will gJve you no annoyance. Trouble 
with your eyes needs attention. 
Every error or retraction carefully ad-
justed and Glasses to correct same fur-
nished. 
Examination tree. 
J .. C. TRACY, G1 aduate Optician, 
638 Main St., Wlllimantic, Conn. 
ALBUMEN -PHOTOGRAPHS 
ARE PERMANENT. 
They are made only at 
C. H. TOWNSEND'S STUDIO. 
We use only the beat material in producini them, 
OUR ARTISTO PLATINO VELVET FINISH A.RS FINK. 
Wllltmantlc, Conn. 
J. D. DEWELL & CO. 
(Business Established 1850). 
• 
WHOLESALE GROCERS AND 
IMPORTERS. 
Agents for FRITZE, LUNDT & CO. Brand or 
Ponce Molasses, of which we are sole re· 
ceivers In Connecticut. 
Guaranteed pure and of highest grade. 
%S9 STATE STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
COME AND CALL 
For your wearing apparel, in either outside 
or inside garments, where you can find the 
best assortment to select from, -ttnd no fancy 
prices attached. We carry no worthless 
goods, but the b'!st values we can aecure. 
:H.. L. II UN , & C0.9 
Cor. Main and Church Sts., Willimantic. 
W . L. DOUGLASS' 
HENRY FRYER, 
MERCHANT TAILOR. 
Full line of Foreign and Domestic Woolens. 
Latest Styles and most Fashionable Designs. 
672 Main St., W1111mant1c, Conn. 
J. 0. BLANCHETTE, 
BAKERY and . FANCY CAKES 
Wholesale and R.etall. 
Orders for p rUes, Weddings, Etc., prompt17 
attended to. 
H Church ,Street. Willimantic, Conn. 
-------------------- ----------~-
STEPHEN lDJE FOLGER, 
MANUFACTURING JEWELER. 
Club and College Pins and Rings, 
Gold and Silver Medals, 
WATCHES, DIA~10NDS, JEWELRY. 
Fine Art Stationery a Specialty. 
180 Broadway, New York. 
OUR SPECIALTIES: 
"WALK OVER" and "QUEEN QUALITY." 
BRICK DOTS SULLIVAN, HOES ••• 
756 Ma.in Street, Wlllimantic, Conn. 
JORDAN BROS. 
Carr) a full and complete line ot 
Builders and General Hardware, 
Mechanical and Agricultural Tools a.nd 
Cutlery ot every description. 
Call and Inspect our line. 
66• Main Street, Wllllmantlc. 
D. KLEIN & BRO., 
$2.25, $3.00 and $3.50 hoes, Cal!, Viet, Box Calf Merchant Tailor • 
and Patent Cal!, Lace or Congress, at Makers of Unltorms. Cadet Uniforms a specialty. 
~. P0'1, E • , 
921 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
We supply the Uniforms tor the cadet• ot 
J Union t .. Wtlllmantlc, Conn. C. A. C. Wr~ tmo IILil\lll ' aa.t&l cS •" 
FREE TUITION ! FREE ROOM RENT ! 
BOARD AND BOOKS AT c ·osT ! 
Cb~ £onn~ttitut 
~ Jlgritultural £oll~g~ 
Prov ides the Best Education for Both Sexes. 
Instruction in Agriculture, Horticulture, Veterinary and other Sciences, and 
Field Engineering is given to young men, including practical work in Greenhouse 
M·anagement, in Dairy 'Farming and in Poultry Culture. 
Instruction is provided for young women in General Science and Literature ; 
in Domestic Science, including Cooking and Sewing of all kinds; in Physical Cul-
ture with a ~urnished Gy~nasium, and in Instrumental and Vocal Music. 
A Business Course is open to applicants, at all times during the College year, 
and gives instruction in Spelling, Penmanship, Commercial Arithmetic, Commercial 
Geography, Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Typewriting and Commercial Law and 
Practice. 
~Iechanical Drawing and work in Iron and Wood familiarize the students 
with the use of tools, and make a beginning of a Course in the Mechanic Arts. 
Short courses in Dairying, Horticulture, Poultry Culture, Business and other 
Studies are provided in the winter term. 
A Practical Education at a minim urn cost is offered, and one in the acquisi-
tion of which a few students can help themselves financially by working about the 
College farm, campus or buildings. 
For particulars write 
THE CoNNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE, 
STORRS, CONN. 
